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Abstract

This paper reviews and synthesizes functional imaging research that over the past decade has

begun to offer new insights into the brain mechanisms underlying emotion regulation. Towards

that end, the first section of the paper outlines a model of the processes and neural systems

involved in emotion generation and regulation. The second section surveys recent research

supporting and elaborating the model, focusing primarily on studies of the most commonly

investigated strategy, which is known as reappraisal. At its core, the model specifies how

prefrontal and cingulate control systems modulate activity in perceptual, semantic and affect

systems as a function of one's regulatory goals, tactics, and the nature of the stimuli and emotions

being regulated. This section also shows how the model can be generalized to understand the brain

mechanisms underlying other emotion regulation strategies as well as a range of other allied

phenomena. The third and last section considers directions for future research, including how

basic models of emotion regulation can be translated to understand changes in emotion across the

lifespan and in clinical disorders.
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…Thy fate is the common fate of all,

Into each life some rain must fall…

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

The Rainy Day (1842)

…'Every cloud', says the proverb, 'has a silver lining.'

- P. T. Barnum

Struggles and Triumphs (1869)

It might be said that emotions are the weather of our lives. Some days, we experience the

blue skies of happiness and the sunshine of joy. Other days, we are drenched by the rain
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clouds of sadness or buffeted by the hot winds of anger. How we respond adaptively to our

emotional weather patterns - finding the silver lining in every dark cloud - has important

consequences for our physical and mental well-being1-7.

Although we can't control the weather outside, we are capable of using myriad emotion

regulation strategies to take control of our internal climates8. Such strategies allow us to

wholly or partially alter the nature, magnitude, and duration of our emotional responses,

including initiating new ones. In recent years great strides have been taken in using

neuroscience techniques to understand the mechanisms underlying emotion regulation. In

humans, this research has primarily used functional imaging to examine our ability to

control affective responses using cognitive strategies. The overarching goals of this paper

are to review the progress made by such research, synthesize from it conclusions that

suggest expansion on and elaborations of a model of the cognitive control of emotion, and

show how the model can make sense of a wide range of emotion regulatory abilities and

allied phenomena.

Towards these ends, the remainder of the paper is divided into three parts. In the first, we

outline a basic model of the cognitive control of emotion whose core elements have been

described previously9, 10. In the second section we review current imaging research

suggesting ways in which the model can evolve to integrate new findings on the brain bases

of emotion regulation as well as be applied to account for other related phenomena, such as

affective learning, affect-based decision-making, and affective expectancies. Throughout

these first two sections we focus primarily on one strategy in particular – known as

reappraisal – because it has received the bulk of empirical attention. In the third and last

section we summarize and consider directions for future basic and translational research.

A Model of The Cognitive Control of Emotion

Any model of emotion regulation (or any other phenomenon) is predicated on assumptions

about how different levels of analysis fit together. Our assumptions follow those now

commonplace in cognitive, affective and social neuroscience where researchers seek to

describe phenomena in terms of the relationships among three levels of analysis: behavior/

experience, process and neural systems (11-13; Figure 1A). Neuroimaging research on

emotion and its regulation can observe phenomena at the behavioral level (e.g. measures of

emotional response and the specific regulatory strategies one might employ) and the neural

level (e.g. fMRI measures of brain activity) and use these observations to infer the nature of

the intervening cognitive and/or affective processes (Figure 1B).

With this in mind, our review of current research will sometimes be organized in terms of

phenomena described at the level of behavior, including regulatory goals, tactics and target

stimuli. In other cases it will be organized in terms of issues concerning the neural-level

pathways on which the field has begun to make progress. Taken together, the data reviewed

in each section constrains and influences our model of the cognitive control of emotion

(MCCE, see Figure 2).

To understand how emotion regulation works, we must first have an idea of how emotions

are generated. As such, our model has two main parts – descriptions of the mechanisms
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supporting emotion generation on the one hand and the mechanisms supporting emotion

regulation on the other. For the sake of simplicity, we present the psychological and neural

systems involved in the generation and regulation of emotion as being distinct yet it should

be noted that there is evidence to suggest that the underlying psychological 14 and neural

mechanisms 15, 16 are at least partially overlapping. Indeed, elsewhere we have noted that

the distinction between emotion generation and regulation is blurry at best (e.g. 16), and

which term one uses may reflect their usefulness for addressing a particular question more

than hard and fast differences in their mechanisms. Here we treat them separately in order to

make points about the ways in which putative control and affect-triggering systems interact.

Mechanisms of emotion generation

Our account of how emotions are generated is multi-leveled12 in its description of both the

processes and the neural systems that give rise to emotional responses.

Processes involved in generating emotion—The black time line at the bottom of

Figure 2A shows a simple model of four steps involved in generating emotional responses17.

In the first step, a stimulus is perceived in its current situational context. The stimulus could

be an internal thought, feeling, or sensation or any number of external cues, ranging from a

facial expression or gesture to an action or event. At the second stage, one attends to some of

these stimuli or their attributes. Whatever is in the focus of attention is passed along to

subsequent emotion generative stages, whereas ignored or unattended stimuli may be either

excluded from these stages or receive diminished subsequent processing. The third stage

involves appraising the significance of stimuli in terms of their relevance to one's current

goals, wants or needs. This is the stage focused on by appraisal theories of emotion, which

describe the structure of different appraisals that lead to positive vs. negative reactions in

general and to specific types of emotional responses in particular18. Because the current

neuroscience literature suggests that there may not be specific neural systems for different

discrete emotions19, 20, for present purposes, we simply distinguish between basic positive/

appetitive vs. negative/aversive appraisals that have been reliably associated with specific

neural systems that are described below. Finally, the fourth stage involves translating these

appraisals into changes in experience, emotion-expressive behavior, and autonomic

physiology. Although these three indicators of emotional response do not always correlate

with one another for reasons that are not perfectly understood21, as noted below, emotion

regulation strategies can effect changes in some or all of them, depending on the strategy.

Neural systems involved in generating emotion—Reviews and meta-analyses of

functional imaging studies19, 20 indicate that a number of cortical and subcortical brain

systems may play key roles in the appraisal and/or response stages of emotion generation.

For present purposes we focus on the four that have been most frequently discussed in

studies of reappraisal in particular, and emotion regulation strategies more generally (see

Figure 2B; for examples of other emotion systems that may be modulated by emotion

regulation see9, 22)

The first is the amygdala, which is involved in the perception and encoding of stimuli

relevant to current or chronic affective goals23, 24, ranging from rewards or punishments to
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facial expressions of emotion to aversive or pleasant images and films25-27. While the

amygdala generally is sensitive to detecting and triggering responses to arousing stimuli28, it

exhibits a bias towards detecting cues signaling potential threats, like expressions of

fear29-31.

The second is the ventral striatum, which is involved in learning which cues (ranging from

social signals, like smiling faces, to actions to abstract objects) predict rewarding or

reinforcing outcomes32-34.

The third is the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), which integrates affective

valuations of specific stimuli made by the amygdala and ventral striatum with inputs from

other regions, including medial temporal lobe systems that provide historical information

about prior encounters with the stimuli as well as inputs from brainstem motivational and

prefrontal control centers that provide information about current behavioral goals35-43. As

such, vmPFC tracks the positive or negative valuation of stimuli in a context and goal-

dependent manner41, 44-46. Examples of this include the finding that vmPFC activity to an

image of a healthy but not tasty food depends upon whether one has the goal to eat

healthily47, and the findings that vmPFC lesions lead to context-inappropriate affective

responses in both humans and animals39, 48, 49.

The fourth brain system is the insula, which is thought to represent a viscerotopic map of

ascending viscerosensory inputs from the body50 and has been implicated in negative

affective experience in general51, 52. There appears to be posterior-anterior functional

gradient in the insula with posterior regions associated with primary representations of

sensations from the body and anterior regions associated interoceptive awareness of the

body and in motivational and affective states, like disgust, that have a strong visceral

component51, 53-57.

Mechanisms of Emotion Regulation

With an understanding of how emotions are generated in the first place we can turn to an

account of the processes and neural systems involved in regulating them.

Processes involved in emotion regulation—While many behaviors can change our

emotions, often these effects are unintended or incidental (e.g. your mood improves because

you happen to have lunch with a friend) and as such as not considered to be examples of

emotion regulation, per se. Instead, emotion regulation entails the modification of ongoing -

or the initiation of new - emotional responses through the active engagement of regulatory

processes. That said, we can further distinguish between cases where emotion regulation is

guided by regulatory goals that are implicit or outside awareness (e.g.58) as compared to

explicit and accessible to awareness. Although both are interesting and important, no

neuroscience research has addressed the former case and a great deal has addressed the latter

case. Therefore, we focus here on the deliberate deployment of an emotion regulation

strategy in the service of explicit goals to change one's emotions. To understand how such

explicit emotion regulation strategies work, it is useful to distinguish among five classes of

strategies whose effects on emotion can be understood in terms of the stage of the emotion

generation sequence that they impact59.
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It is important to note that the distinctions made below originally were based on behavioral

analyses of the aspects of emotional responses targeted by different strategies59. As such,

this analysis was agnostic to the specific nature of the regulatory processes supporting each

strategy, but tacitly assumed that all strategies drew upon some combination of cognitive

control processes (designated by the blue box in Figure 2A). In this regard, functional

imaging has made a substantial contribution to our understanding of how emotion regulation

works because it provides insight into the nature of the control processes supporting emotion

regulation that is not obtainable frombehavioral data alone9.

As illustrated by the top portion of Figure 2A, the first two strategies involve changing the

nature of the stimulus inputs to the emotion generation cycle. In situation selection, you

keep yourself away from stimuli that elicit unwanted emotions and put yourself in the

presence of stimuli that elicit desired emotions. An example is staying away from a party

where an old flame will be present if you don't want to feel pangs of sadness for having been

dumped by her. Situation modification is when you find yourself in the presence of a

stimulus that elicits an unwanted emotion and change something about the situation to alter

its impact on you. In the old flame example, you might leave a party at which she is

unexpectedly present or leave the room in which she is having a conversation. While these

two strategies are undoubtedly effective (e.g.60), they can be difficult to study neurally and

have received little attention in imaging or using other neuroscience techniques (see below).

The remaining three strategies are all amenable to, and have been studied, using imaging,

albeit to varying degrees. Attentional deployment controls what stimuli are gated into, or out

of, the emotion generation process. The two most commonly studied exemplars10 are

selective attention, which involves moving the focus of attention towards or away from

stimuli or their attributes, and distraction, which involves limiting attention to an external

stimulus by focusing internally on information maintained in working memory. These types

of strategies differ from situation selection in that they do not involve physically altering

one's proximity or relationship to an emotional stimulus but rather they manipulate attention

so as to alter one’s emotional response. Cognitive change involves changing the way one

appraises the meaning of a stimulus. It is one of the most cognitively complex strategies

insofar as it draws on any of a number of different higher cognitive processes to support

changes in stimulus meaning, including language and memory, as well processes that also

support other strategies, such as attention and response selection. The most commonly

studied exemplar is reappraisal, which involves reinterpreting the meaning of a stimulus,

including one's personal connection to it, in order to change one's emotional response.

Finally, response modulation strategies target the systems for emotion-expressive behavior.

The most commonly studied exemplar is expressive suppression61, which entails keeping

the face still so that observers would not know what emotion you are experiencing.

A great deal of behavioral and psychophysiological research has been devoted to comparing

and contrasting the behavioral consequences of deploying each of these strategies. For

example, it's known that attentional deployment and reappraisal can have downstream

effects on various components of an emotional response because they target the early stages

of the emotion generation sequence61-66. By contrast, expressive suppression impacts only

the behaviors it targets at the final response stage of emotion generation; when keeping your
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face still, emotional experience may subtly diminish67, 68, if at all, and your physiological

arousal will increase from the effort61. There also is evidence that strategies differ in their

long-term effects. For example, reappraisal but not distraction has been shown to have long-

lasting effects on one's tendency to have an emotional response to a stimulus66, presumably

because only reappraisal involves an active change in how one represents the affective

meaning of that stimulus.

Neural systems involved in emotion regulation—As foreshadowed above, the use of

functional imaging has provided insight into the nature of the control systems that support

regulatory strategies as well as the affect systems that strategies modulate in order to change

your emotional response. This section discusses core conclusions that can be drawn from

reappraisal studies and a model of emotion regulation that can be derived from it.

Reappraisal as a paradigm case: Reappraisal is an appropriate starting point for

developing a model of the cognitive control of emotion for three reasons. First, because

reappraisal is among the most cognitively complex strategies, a model of emotion regulation

derived from reappraisal work may be generally applicable to other strategies and

phenomena that typically will be cognitively simpler. Second, the majority of studies to date

have focused on reappraisal because a) it can be studied easily in an imaging environment

and b) because it is the strategy referenced by countless aphorisms that advise us, "[to] look

on the bright side…", "[to] turn a sow's ear into a silk purse…", "When life gives you

lemons, make lemonade," and, "[that] every dark cloud has a silver lining." Third, in

contrast to other areas of emotion regulation research (reviewed below) reappraisal studies

tend to be more methodologically and conceptually similar to one another and therefore

provide a stronger base for mechanistic inferences. With these considerations in mind, we

now describe five key insights into the brain mechanisms supporting emotion regulation that

have been derived from studies of reappraisal9.

Basic control system-affect system relationships: When the first fMRI studies of

reappraisal were published approximately ten years ago there were no imaging studies of

any form of emotion regulation. To develop hypotheses about how reappraisal might work,

an analogy was drawn between the use of cognition to control emotion and the use of

cognition to control memory, attention, and other thought processes43. The simple idea was

that prefrontal and cingulate systems would support control processes that modulate activity

in posterior and subcortical systems that generate emotional responses10. A decade and over

50 imaging studies later, this initial hypothesis has been strongly supported.

Figure 2B schematically illustrates the brain systems shown by current research to be

involved in the cognitive control of emotion via reappraisal. As such, Figure 2B diagrams

the core elements of the MCCE. Three types of neural systems are primarily involved in

generating and applying reappraisals10. First, dorsolateral and posterior prefrontal cortex,

along with inferior parietal regions generally implicated in selective attention and working

memory, may be used to direct attention to reappraisal-relevant stimulus features and hold in

mind reappraisal goals as well as the content of one's reappraisal69-71. Second, dorsal

regions of the anterior cingulate cortex implicated in performance monitoring may help

track the extent to which one's current reappraisals are changing emotional responses in the
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intended way72. Third, regions of ventrolateral prefrontal cortex implicated in selecting

goal-appropriate (and inhibiting goal-inappropriate) responses and information from

semantic memory may be used to deliberately select a new stimulus-appropriate reappraisal

in favor of one's initial pre-potent appraisal of that stimulus73, 74. Finally, to the extent that

one's reappraisal involves focusing on and interpreting or reinterpreting one's own emotional

states-or those of others, dorsomedial prefrontal regions implicated in attributing mental

states also may be active 75, 76.

With respect to the emotion-related regions that are modulated by reappraisal, the four

regions described earlier in the section on neural systems for emotion generation all have

been implicated - albeit to differing extents. Far and away, the most commonly modulated

region is the amygdala, followed by the ventral striatum. The insula and the vmPFC are the

least commonly modulated regions9, 10 (although see section on pathways below for a

potential role of vmPFC in reappraisal as a modulator).

While we will discuss the significance of the differential modulation of these regions in

more detail later (see later sections on valence-specificity and pathways), for now we can

highlight the consistency with which they have been observed. Figure 3 plots peak

activation foci for 43 studies (see Table 1) of reappraisal in healthy individuals as a function

of reappraisal goals (panel A), reappraisal tactics (panel B), and the valence of the emotion

being regulated (panel C). Ignoring these distinctions for a moment, one can see that the

control system-affect system relationships shown in Figure 2B and described above have

been observed reliably across numerous studies.

Moving Beyond the Basic Model

With the consistency of the core control-affect system relationship as a foundation, we are

now in a position to consider how this basic model – first proposed in 200243 and elaborated

in 200510 – has evolved. Below we discuss first new conclusions that can be drawn about

the model from recent studies of reappraisal. In this section, we pay special attention to two

emerging features of the model: 1) the potential intermediary role of semantic/perceptual

systems in reappraisal, and 2) pathways linking control and affect systems. Next, we discuss

the way in which the model can be applied to understanding regulatory strategies other than

reappraisal as well as various allied phenomena involving control-affect system interactions.

Integrating new research on reappraisal

Recent research provides new insight into the distribution of emotion regulation-related

activation foci as a function of reappraisal goals (i.e., what outcome one hopes to achieve by

regulating, e.g. increasing or decreasing an emotional experience), tactics (i.e., the specific

subtype of reappraisal one implements), and the emotional valence of stimuli (i.e., whether

the stimulus evokes a positive or negative emotional response). Here we consider the

implications of this work for the evolving MCCE.

Goal-specificity—Arguably, the most common goal when using reappraisal is to decrease

negative emotion, as when we attempt to make ourselves feel better about a disappointing

paper rejection, an argument, and the like. Given this, it is not surprising that this goal has
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been the focus of the majority of reappraisal studies (see Table 1). This is not the only goal

that guides reappraisal, however. In some cases, as when we worry, ruminate, or make

ourselves more anxious or fearful by elaborating on the meaning of unpleasant events, we

are using reappraisal in service of the goal to increase emotion. A small, but growing,

number of studies have examined this reappraisal goal as well.

Figure 3A plots peak activation foci for reappraisal studies of healthy individuals as a

function of decrease vs. increase goals. Perusal of this figure highlights three findings. First,

whereas both increase and decrease goals recruit left prefrontal regions, decrease goals

recruit right prefrontal regions to a much greater extent than do increase goals. There are

two interpretations of this finding. First, it may be attributable to the fact that decreasing an

emotional response is more difficult than increasing one, and therefore may require

additional cognitive control resources 77. Second, decreasing - but not increasing - an

emotional response requires inhibiting or limiting the expression of a prepotent appraisal of

a stimulus (e.g. as negative) in favor of selecting an alternative reappraisal (e.g. as neutral or

even positive) Research shows that right dorsal - and especially ventrolateral - prefrontal

cortex is involved in the selection and/or inhibition of various kinds of responses78-81.

Second, there is some evidence that increase goals differentially involve anterior portions of

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC). Of the 12 studies directly comparing increasing

emotion to a control condition where participants respond naturally, six show increases in

anterior dmPFC 16, 77, 82-84]. Of the six not, most showed activation in neighboring areas

(such as anterior cingulate cortex) 63, 85-89. Given the role of dmPFC in making judgments

about mental states76, 90, 91 and that the majority of reappraisal studies use photographs of

people as stimuli (see Table 1), it is likely that these regions support attention to and

elaboration of emotional states, intentions, and outcomes of the individuals depicted in these

photos.

Third, whereas increase and decrease goals both seem to modulate the striatum (including

both the caudate and putamen), they may differ in the way they modulate the amygdala. On

the one hand, decrease goals reliably modulate the amygdala’s ventral (corresponding to the

basal and lateral amygdala nuclei) and dorsal portions (corresponding to the central nucleus)

as well as the sublenticular extended amygdala (SLEA30, 92, 93) that lies between the

amygdala and the striatum. On the other hand, increase goals may modulate only the dorsal

amygdala/SLEA. One speculative interpretation of these data is that decrease goals

influence perceptual and semantic inputs to the amygdala, which come through the

basolateral complex, whereas increase goals influence the outputs of the amygdala, which

flow from the central nucleus43, 77. This hypothesis would fit with anatomical data showing

that the basolateral complex has reciprocal connections with ventrolateral PFC as well as

temporal and parietal regions implicated in visuospatial and semantic representation whereas

the central nucleus recives inputs from medial prefrontal regions and sends outputs to

autonomic centers that implement various components of an emotional response94.

The major caveat for all of these conclusions, however, is that very few studies have

examined increase goals, and as a consequence, conclusions about the goal-specificity of

reappraisal-related activations must be considered tentative. That being said, the first study
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to directly compare increase and decrease goals within subjects obtained exactly the results

described above77 – both increasing and decreasing negative affect recruited left vlPFC and

dlPFC and modulated the dorsal amygdala/SLEA (increasing affect increased amygdala

activity while decreasing negative affect decreased activity), yet it was also revealed that

increasing negative affect recruited the dmPFC to a greater degree than did decreasing

negative affect and decreasing negative affect recruited right vlPFC and modulated ventral

amygdala to a greater extent than did increasing negative affect. At least two thirds of

subsequent studies comparing these goals have obtained results that are generally consistent

with them77, 85, 88, 95-97 (other findings also have been reported, including increase vs.

decrease differences only in the amygdala82, striatal modulation77, 89, 95 and greater right

PFC activation for increasing than decreasing85).

Tactic-specificity—In the military, a distinction is commonly made between strategy and

tactics. Strategy is the overall means by which a goal (e.g., win the war) is to be achieved

(e.g., divide and conquer). Tactics are the specific ways in which strategies are implemented

in a given circumstance (e.g. a quick infantry advance, an airstrike, etc.). In the same way,

one can distinguish between reappraisal as a strategy that involves changing the meaning of

a stimulus and the tactics used to implement that strategy98.

Two different reappraisal tactics have been studied with imaging9, 77. The first can be called

reinterpretation, which involves changing one's interpretation of the elements of the

situation or stimulus that elicits emotion. For example, if one is presented with a photo of a

sick man in the hospital that elicits feelings of sadness, one might reinterpret this image in a

way that decreases emotion by thinking about the man's hearty constitution and that he will

be healthy and well in the future. To increase emotion, one might instead think about how

the man is in a great deal of pain and may, in fact, get worse and even perish. The second

can be called distancing, which involves changing one's personal connection to, or

psychological distance from, the stimulus that elicits emotion. In the example of the photo of

the sick man, one might decrease emotion by viewing the image from the detached

perspective of an objective, third person observer and/or imagining that the pictured event

took place a long time ago or in a faraway location. One might increase emotion by instead

imagining that one is experiencing pictured events in the present moment, from a first-

person perspective, which enables you to smell, hear, and directly observe what is taking

place.

As Table 1 shows, about twice as many studies have examined reinterpretation as have

examined distancing, with a few allowing participants to engage in either tactic, and only a

single study directly comparing them77. Figure 3B plots peak activation foci for reappraisal

studies of healthy individuals as a function of reinterpretation vs. distancing tactics.

This Figure illustrates three conclusions that can be drawn about reappraisal tactics. First,

reinterpretation seems to differentially call upon ventral lateral prefrontal regions implicated

in response selection and inhibition74, 99, 100. Presumably, this reflects the fact that

reinterpretation requires that one must look up and select alternative meanings for stimuli

from semantic memory to a greater extent than does distancing. Second, distancing seems to

recruit parietal regions implicated in spatial attention and representation to a greater extent,
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including perspective taking and the sense of agency101-104. This may reflect the fact that

distancing involves changing the conceptual and spatiotemporal perspective from which

stimuli are experienced. Third, in general the regions involved in reinterpretation appear to

be more strongly left lateralized in prefrontal and temporal cortices whereas regions

involved in distancing appear to be more strongly right lateralized in prefrontal cortex.

These patterns may reflect the differential dependence of reinterpretation and distancing on

linguistic and semantic processes as opposed to spatial and attentional processes, which

generally show a left vs. right hemisphere pattern of relative specialization77, 105.

Here again, however, because comparatively fewer studies have examined distancing firm

conclusions concerning the tactic-specificity of reappraisal-related activations await further

research that directly test the conclusions drawn above.

Valence-specificity—On average, the impact of negative emotional experiences seems to

be greater than the impact of positive emotional experiences, both in the short and long

term106. Indeed, problems with regulating negative emotion are more often a hallmark of

clinical disorders than are problems with regulating positive emotion107. As such, it is not

surprising that Table 1 shows that the number of reappraisal studies examining negative

emotion outnumber those examining positive emotion more than three to one.

That said, two conclusions can be drawn from examining Figure 3C, which plots peak

activation foci for reappraisal studies of healthy individuals as a function of the negative vs.

positive valence of stimuli (and the emotions they presumably elicit). First, whereas

reappraisal of both negative and positive stimuli depends upon left-hemisphere regions,

reappraising negative stimuli depends on right hemisphere regions as well. These findings

might reflect the fact that, to date, the majority of studies of negative emotion involve

decrease goals. As noted earlier, decrease goals may require more cognitive resources than

increase goals, including placing greater demands on selection/inhibitory functions

associated with right vlPFC108-110. An alternative explanation is that positive and negative

emotion generally involve approach vs. avoidance motivations, which have been associated

with the left vs. right prefrontal cortex. This interpretation seems less likely, however, given

that this motivation-related prefrontal asymmetry is commonly observed in EEG111 but not

in fMRI studies19.

Second, it's apparent that reappraising negative stimuli typically modulates activity in the

amygdala and less commonly activity in the striatum. By contrast, the handful of studies

examining reappraisal of positive stimuli more commonly show modulation of the striatum,

including the ventral portions associated with reward and reinforcement learning33, 34.

These conclusions are again tentative, however, because so few studies have examined

reappraisal of positive stimuli and in general, studies of reappraisal have focused

overwhelmingly on decrease rather than increase goals. As a consequence, it is not yet clear

whether the patterns noted above are attributable to the pursuit of decrease vs. increase

goals, the use of negative vs. positive stimuli, or both.
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Stimulus-specificity—To date, 33 out of the 43 reappraisal studies shown in Table 1

have used photographic stimuli pulled from the International Affective Picture System

(IAPS). These stimuli have been shown to reliably elicit experiential, physiological and

facial expressive components of an emotional response in a valence-specific manner112. As

such, they provide a straightforward means of eliciting affective reactions in the scanner

environment.

That said, the emotions elicited by such stimuli may or may not generalize to other contexts.

For example, IAPS photos are selected so as to be normatively positive or negative112.

While this is suitable for many experimental agendas, other stimuli may be appropriate if

one wants to examine the ability to reappraise specific emotions, the emotions elicited by

idiosyncratically self-relevant autobiographical experiences113, 114, and so on.

With these considerations in mind, small numbers of studies have examined the ability to

reappraise the specific emotions elicited by sad, sexual or disgusting videos, scripts that

elicit particular emotions, the recollection of autobiographical memories, anticipation of

reward or shock, or the commission of an error (see Table 1). Because so few studies have

used each of these stimuli it is not useful at present to plot activation foci for them or to

attempt to draw conclusions about how they might differ as a function of stimulus type. It

remains for future research to directly address the question of how the nature of the stimulus

per se, as opposed to the kind of emotion elicited, influences the neural systems involved in

reappraisal.

Pathways linking control and affect systems—Studies of reappraisal - and more

generally studies of any form of emotion regulation - implicitly or explicitly assume that

prefrontal regions modulate emotional responses via their impact on affect systems like the

amygdala and ventral striatum. Given the prevalence of this assumption it is somewhat

surprising that it has seldom been put to a direct test. To be sure, a number of studies have

shown correlations between prefrontal and amygdala activity77, 96, 115 or correlations

between some measure of emotional response (typically self-report) and either

prefrontal77, 115, 116 or amygdala activity77, 95, 117. Only four studies, however, have directly

tested the mediation model implied by the hypothesis that control systems impact emotional

response by influencing activity in affect systems (see Figure 4).

The first two studies to use mediation examined the use of reappraisal to diminish responses

to negative photos95, 117. While both studies used amygdala reactivity as their measure of

emotional response, neither reported a main effect of reappraisal on diminishing amygdala

activity. Motivated by known connections between the amygdala and vmPFC, both studies

looked for and found that individual differences in amygdala response were correlated

inversely with responses of vmPFC. Mediation analyses showed that vmPFC mediated a

relationship between either left dmPFC95 or left vlPFC117 and the amygdala (Figure 4A-B)

such that activity in these prefrontal regions was positively related with vmPFC activity,

which in turn was negatively related to amygdala responses. There are a couple qualifiers in

interpreting these results, however. First, the study95 identifying the left dmPFC region did

so in a increase > attend (i.e., a no regulation baseline) > decrease contrast, meaning that it

generally is less active when decreasing negative emotion than when responding naturally in
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a baseline “attend” condition. This suggests that to the extent one shows less deactivation

when decreasing (relative to baseline), one will show greater activity in vmPFC, and in turn

lesser amygdala response. It is not immediately clear how to interpret lesser degrees of

dmPFC deactivation in this context. Second, the study117 identifying the vlPFC->vmPFC-

>amygdala pathway collapsed across activity in both amygdalae that was extracted from

structural ROIs. As such, its not clear whether the prefrontal effects were more or less strong

for one amygdala or the other. That said, when taken together these two studies suggest that

effective reappraisal involves PFC->vmPFC->amygdala pathways.

The second two studies used similar analytic approaches to study either the use of

reappraisal to diminish responses to negative photos118 or for smokers, the use of reappraisal

to diminish craving elicited by photographs of appetitive foods or cigarettes119. The study of

negative emotion118 showed that right vlPFC activity predicted drops in self-reported

negative emotion, and that this relationship was independently mediated by separate

pathways through the amygdala and the ventral striatum (Figure 4C). These two pathways

were taken to reflect the use of reappraisal to minimize negative appraisals and enhance

positive reappraisals, respectively (see also Table S1 from that paper, which shows left

vlPFC involvement as well). The study of craving119 showed that left dlPFC activity

predicted drops in self-reported craving via modulation of activity in the ventral striatum

(Figure 4D). Together, these two studies suggest that effective reappraisal involves a

pathway linking PFC -> subcortex-> emotion change, with the specific elements of the

pathway depending on the nature of the stimulus and emotion involved.

Why the differences between the results of these pairs of studies? On one hand, because

different dependent measures of emotional response were used (amygdala response vs. self-

reported emotion) it's possible that different reappraisal pathways will emerge depending on

the type of response. On the other hand, it's also possible that differences in methodology

may lead participants to reappraise differently, and in turn recruit different pathways for

effective emotion regulation. Here, two differences between the pairs of studies may be

relevant.

The first is that the first pair of studies that identifed the vmPFC mediated pathway both had

participants that were up to 40 years older than the average participants in studies of

reappraisal in young adults – aged 62-64 in one case95 and 19-53 (avg. 33) years in the

other117. Participants in the second pair of studies were younger, as is the norm, averaging

22.3118 and 26.8119 years, respectively. Given findings that older adults may be impaired at

some kinds of reappraisal, that lateral PFC thins while vmPFC thickens with age120, and that

even when not told to regulate, older adults can show greater connectivity between vmPFC

and amygdala121, its possible that vmPFC will play a bigger role in reappraisal for older as

compared to younger adults.

Second, the first pair of studies cued participants to reappraise ~4 seconds into an ~10

second presentation of an aversive photo (a late cue), whereas the second pair presented the

cue to reappraise just prior to onset of aversive photos (an early cue). The early cue method

is intended to provide participants with an opportunity to first have a naturalistic emotional

response to an aversive photo before they begin to regulate and has been used in 14 studies
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(see Table). The late cue method models real-world situations where the goal to reappraise

comes online just as one encounters an emotionally evocative stimulus and has been used in

29 studies (see Table).

While the early cue method is analogous to real-world situations where the goal to regulate

comes online only after one already is having an emotional response, there is a potential

problem with trying to model this in the lab. During the initial free viewing of an aversive

photo, participants may try out a few reappraisals just in case they are asked to subsequently

reappraise on that trial. If this were the case, then we might expect one or both of two kinds

of results.

One possibility is the ability to detect an effect of reappraisal on amygdala responses would

be diminished for late cue studies either because the amygdala responded early and then

habituated, or because when finally participants are asked to reappraise, the amygdala’s

response could already have decreased a bit because they already had time to begin

generating/practicing potential reappraisals before the explicit instruction cue to do so

appeared. While neither of the mediation studies in question showed whole-brain amygdala

effects, and only one showed effects using ROIs, weak effects of reappraisal on the

amygdala are probably related to other factors (like age – see above) given that roughly the

same ratio (roughly 2/3 to 3/4) of studies using the late and early cue methods show

reappraisal-related amygdala modulation, especially for studies using photos (see Table).

A second possibility is that the late vs. early timing of reappraisal cues changes the nature of

one’s reappraisals, even if, on average, they have similar effects on amygdala responding.

For example, in late cues studies, if participants have had a chance to view stimuli for a few

seconds and think about potential reappraisals before being explicitly told to go ahead and

reappraise, then vmPFC recruitment could reflect decision processes about which of a set of

prepared reappraisals they prefer and can best use for the stimulus at hand (see also section

on decision-making below).

To date no imaging studies have compared late and early cues. But one behavioral/

psychophyiological study has compared them and found that the effects of increase goals on

some physiological measures are greater for late than early cues but that the effects of

decrease goals were similar for each cue type. Future work could fruitfully illuminate these

issues.

All this said, it is of course possible that both kinds of pathways are important and that a

multi-step vlPFC->vmPFC->amydala/striatum->emotion response pathway may be

observed in future studies. To date, however, no published studies have expressly tested for

the existence of this complex pathway underlying reappraisal success.

The role of perceptual and semantic systems—A related issue is whether and how

reappraisal involves modulation not just of systems involved in affective appraisal and

response, but of systems involved in representing the perceptual and semantic properties of

stimuli as well. As shown in Figure 3, activation of a number of these systems is often seen

during reappraisal, including: regions along the middle and superior temporal sulci involved
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in representing the visual properties of stimuli, including nonverbal social cues to emotion

like movements of lips and eyes122-124; temporal polar regions implicated in representing

episodic and semantic emotion knowledge125; and regions near the temporal-parietal

junction involved in representations of beliefs, including “false” beliefs of the sort one

generates when considering alternative reappraisals of stimuli126, 127.

These data raise at least three questions. First, there is the question of when activation of

these regions will be seen. Certainly, cognitive change strategies like reappraisal may

involve these regions, given that it involves an active reworking of the meaning of a

stimulus. Other strategies that do not focus on meaning may not involve these regions,

however. Consistent with this, two studies directly comparing reappraisal and distraction

found that reappraisal differentially recruited all three of the temporal regions listed

above62, 128. Along these lines, it also is likely that these regions will be more involved in

regulating responses to visual stimuli given the role of the temporal lobe in the ‘ventral

visual stream’ for representing information about object identity129-131 (although this

remains to be tested directly). As noted above, there is not yet enough work using different

kinds of stimuli to say whether reappraisal of stimuli in non-visual modalities (e.g.

somatosensory or auditory) may involve modulation of corresponding modality-specific

regions (e.g. somatosensory of auditory cortices).

Second, if these regions are more active during reappraisal, there is the question as to why

this is the case? Does greater activity here reflect increased attention to perceptual and

semantic aspects of stimuli? Access to/retrieval of alternative ‘views’ of reappraised stimuli?

The process of actively restructuring one’s (visual) mental image of a stimulus? All three

interpretations are possible and could be tested in future work.

Third, there is the question of whether these temporal regions play a part in the regulation

pathways described earlier – playing an intermediary role, for example, between prefrontal

control systems and affective appraisal systems. This possibility was raised in early

reappraisal studies (e.g. 43) where it was suggested that even though dorsolateral PFC

regions do not have direct connections to subcortical regions like the amygdala, they may

nevertheless modulate them via their impact on perceptual/semantic systems. On this view,

PFC could change one’s mental representation of a stimulus’s meaning from the top down

and that representation of the reappraised stimulus would feed forward to the amygdala (and

other structures that trigger affective responses). Because the amygdala now, ‘sees,’ the

reappraised stimulus, its response changes. While plausible, this hypothesis has yet to be

directly tested.

Summary—Extant data from functional imaging studies of reappraisal strongly support the

model of the cognitive control of emotion depicted in Figure 2B. Although many questions

remain to be addressed about how specific control systems modulate specific affect systems

as a function of reappraisal goals and tactics or various aspects of stimuli and emotions they

elicit, a core control-affect system dynamic is now well established.
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Generalizability to other forms of regulation

Given the robustness of the MCCE (Figure 2) in accounting for reappraisal, the question

naturally arises as to whether this model can be generalized to account for other types of

emotion regulation strategies.

As noted above, the majority of functional imaging studies of emotion regulation have

focused on reappraisal. That said, the other four main classes of emotion regulation

strategies diagrammed in Figure 2A have been targeted by imaging studies to varying

degrees. Here, we consider each in turn.

Situation selection and modification—The two situation-focused strategies, situation

selection and situation modification, have received little attention thus far in human imaging

research. As noted earlier, this is at least partially attributable to the difficulty of devising

appropriate lab paradigms for studying them. The lone human imaging study of situation

selection builds on the rodent literature on avoidance conditioning. In a typical task, a rat

learns to perform an action that allows it to avoid presentation of an aversive stimulus

(e.g. 132, 133). In a human analogue of this procedure, Delgado et al. found that avoidance

conditioning activates vlPFC and dlPFC control systems and modulates the amygdala134.

These findings provide an initial suggestion that situation selection may call systems that

maintain regulatory goals and select context-appropriate avoidance responses.

Attentional Deployment—By contrast, studies of attentional deployment have been

relatively common, second in number only to studies of reappraisal. One set of these studies

have examined the use of selective attention to shift visual spatial attention away from an

affectively valenced stimulus or stimulus attribute and towards a neutral one. Another set of

these studies has examined the use of distraction to shift the focus of attention inwards onto

some internally maintained mental representation (e.g. a relevant working memory load, self

generated stimulus-irrelevant thoughts, a pleasant mental image, and so on). As has been

reviewed in detail elsewhere10, 135, interpreting the findings of both of these kinds of studies

is clouded by three issues. First, almost all of the studies of selective attention, and many

studies of distraction, use stimuli that do not elicit strong emotional responses, such as facial

expressions of emotion. As such, these studies are concerned with the regulation of

evaluative judgment or perception rather than affective responding, per se. Second, when

highly arousing and affect-inducing stimuli are employed, they most often are stimuli that

cause physical pain. While responses to painful stimuli have a strong negatively-valenced

affective component, this component may itself have a distinct neural signature due to its

recruitment of dedicated pain-specific neural pathways 136, 137. As such, it is an empirical

question whether the regulation of pain is similar to or different from the regulation of

negative affective responses more generally. Third, these studies are highly heterogenous,

often employing very different stimuli and methods of controlling the focus and level of

attention, without a clear metric for assessing the extent to which attention has or has not

been paid to a given affective stimulus. Given these limitations, we refer the reader to other

reviews of this literature 138, 139 while noting that it is generally consistent with the model

depicted in Figure 2B in so far as activation of prefrontal systems and modulation of affect

systems (like the amygdala) often (but not always) is reported.
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Response Modulation—Finally, both behavioral and imaging studies of response

modulation have focused on expressive suppression, which is the ability to hide behavioral

manifestations of emotion61. The two imaging studies of expressive suppression asked

participants to suppress facial expressions of disgust elicited by a film clip67, 140. Both found

that expressive suppression not only activated dorsolateral and ventrolateral PFC regions

associated with maintaining goals, response selection and inhibition73, 74, 78, it also

increased activation of the insula, which is involved in triggering affective responses.

Amygdala findings were more mixed, however, with one study reporting increases67 and

one decreases140 in activity during suppression. Increases in insula and amygdala fit with

psychophysiological studies demonstrating that expressive suppression boosts the autonomic

component of emotional responding61.

In total, the available literature on emotion regulation strategies other than reappraisal is in

some cases limited and in other cases somewhat confusing, but in general supports the idea

that all emotion regulation strategies involve interactions between cognitive control and

affect regions. Future neuromaging research must apply the same rigorous and thorough

approach to these other strategies that has already been applied to reappraisal.

Generalizability to other related phenomena

Given the robustness of the MCCE (Figure 2B) in accounting for multiple forms of

regulation, a next natural question is whether it can be generally applied to other allied

phenomena, such as affective/emotional learning, decision making, and expectancies. These

phenomena are typically considered in separate literatures, but seem to involve related

cognitive-affective dynamics. Although space limitations prohibit an in-depth discussion,

here we briefly examine the broad applicability of the model in each of these three cases. .

Affective/Emotional Learning—At the outset of this paper we made a distinction

between goal-directed forms of emotion regulation, which are the focus of this review, and

other behaviors that may have regulatory effects on emotion despite lacking a specific goal

to do so. There are a number of forms of affective or emotional learning that fit the latter

description. One of the most common examples is extinction of a conditioned fear response.

In the traditional fear conditioning paradigm141, an animal learns that an ostensibly neutral

stimulus, such as a light (known as the conditioned stimulus or CS), predicts the occurrence

of an intrinsically aversive stimulus, such as electric shock (known as the unconditioned

stimulus or UCS). Over time the repeated pairing of the light and shock lead the animal to

respond to the light itself with an anticipatory fear response. Elegant animal studies have

shown that fear conditioning depends upon communication between input and output nuclei

of the amygdala141, 142. Fear extinction, involves the repeated presentation of the CS in the

absence of the UCS143. Over time, the organism learns that the CS no longer predict shock,

ceases to have its anticipatory fear response, and fear is said to be extinguished. Importantly,

extinction is known to involve the laying down of a new context-dependent memory144. In

the current temporal context, the CS does not predict shock, whereas in the past temporal

context it did. Rodent lesion studies have shown that whereas the initial acquisition of

extinction requires only the amygdala, the ability to retain and express memory for

extinction depends upon vmPFC143. In keeping with this finding, studies in humans have
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shown that both the magnitude of vmPFC activation and vmPFC thickness predict the speed

of extinction145-147.

In the present model, phenomena like extinction (or stimulus-reward reversal learning,

which also depends upon vmPFC148, 149), are somewhat hybrid phenomena. On the one

hand, they can be viewed as an example of emotion generation, in so far as one is learning to

express a new emotional response to a given stimulus. On the other hand, they can be

viewed as an implicit form of emotion regulation where one does not have an explicit goal

to regulate, but the behaviors in which one engages directly alter the nature of one's

emotional response.

Beyond this, there are a number of ways in which prefrontal control systems may have a

regulatory impact on affective learning. For example, as noted earlier, in some cases

reappraisal may involve interactions between PFC, vmPFC, and the amygdala, when

reappraisal paradigms give participants a chance to respond emotionally and potentially plan

reappraisals prior to deciding whether to implement them. Interactions of this sort also have

been observed in studies that use distraction to regulate a conditioned response150, 151. In

these studies, one is initially conditioned to expect either a painful shock or reward UCS

following a visual CS (e.g. a yellow triangle). Later, one regulates the conditioned response

to the CS by thinking about a calm and neutral scene unrelated to either the CS or the UCS.

In both cases effective regulation involves activation of left dlPFC and modulation of both

the amygdala and/or ventral striatum and the vmPFC.

Affective Decision Making—Affective decision making involves choosing among

several stimuli that one may purchase, consume, or own. In some cases, these choices are a

simple matter of selecting the option that has the greatest value. Imaging research suggests

that activation in systems thought to represent affect and value like the ventral striatum,

insula, and vmPFC is sufficient to support and even predict such choices152, 153. But in other

cases, the choice options may be of similar value, or the reasons for valuing them may

conflict with one another. In the model, such cases may draw on the control systems shown

in Figure 2B to modulate the values associated with choice options, essentially guiding a top

down re-valuation of them in order to facilitate choice.

Perhaps the simplest example of this is where the act of choice itself arouses conflict as one

decides which features of choice options they can't live without and which features of choice

options they must forgo. Classically, this decision conflict is thought to arouse cognitive

dissonance, which the act of choosing reduces by placing a higher value on chosen and a

lesser value on unchosen stimuli154. Imaging studies show that these choice-induced

changes in value involve control systems like the anterior cingulate cortex, which may

signal the presence of choice conflict and motivate value change, and systems like the

ventral striatum, which may represent the revalued stimuli154-157.

Another type of choice that commonly requires the use of control occurs when an individual

must decide between options that fit short-term vs. long-term goals. This is the dilemma

faced by a dieter who must decide whether to eat a cupcake or an apple. Consuming the

cupcake satisfies the short-term goal of hedonic pleasure whereas eating the apple satisfies
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the long-term goal of living a healthy lifestyle. A recent imaging study47 of this choice

dilemma showed that food choices reflecting a greater valuation of long-term health over

short-term tastiness involve the modulation of vmPFC by dlPFC. This is consistent with the

idea that the cognitive control of choice involves interactions between systems for

maintaining choice goals (e.g. dlPFC) and systems representing the value of choices with

respect to those goals (e.g. vmPFC).

This same logic applies to studies of intertemporal choice and delay of gratification158

where imaging159, 160 and TMS161 studies suggest that lateral PFC control systems can be

used to effortfully represent the value of a larger delayed reward and guide selection of it

over a smaller but immediately available reward.

More generally, the model can be applied to other choices where control is needed to

modulate the affective valuations placed on choice options, ranging from risky decision

making162 to interpersonal contexts where one must decide whether to be fair towards or

punish others163, 164.

Affective Expectancies—In parallel to the growth and development of imaging research

on emotion regulation there has been a tremendous surge of interest in the brain mechanisms

underlying the influence of expectancies on behavior165. In imaging, expectancies have been

studied either by cueing participants that an upcoming stimulus will have particular

properties (e.g. that it will or will not be painful, will be a neutral or aversive image, and so

on) or by inducing beliefs about the effects of a placebo drug on their experience (e.g. that

an analgesic cream will reduce pain).

In the model, these phenomena all involve the use of prefrontal control systems to set and

maintain an expectation, which in turn influences the responses of affect generating systems.

For example, imaging studies show that expectancies and placebo beliefs about pain activate

lateral prefrontal/parietal control systems and/or medial prefrontal systems165-168 that may

maintain expectations about upcoming events. In turn, these systems may influence the way

one attends to and appraises the meaning of expected stimuli, thereby increasing or

decreasing activity in affect systems to be consistent with the nature of one's expectations.

Summary and Future Directions for Basic and Translational Research

The overarching goal of this paper has been to review and synthesize current functional

imaging research on emotion regulation. Towards that end, we outlined a basic model of the

processes and neural systems involved in emotion generation and emotion regulation and

surveyed various domains of research that support it. At its core, the MCCE specifies how

prefrontal and cingulate control systems modulate activity in affect systems as a function of

one's regulatory goal, tactics, and the nature of the stimuli and emotions being regulated.

While the model was built primarily from studies of one type of cognitive change strategy

known as reappraisal, it is generally applicable to understanding the brain mechanisms

underlying the other emotion regulation strategies depicted in Figure 2A as well as a range

of other allied phenomena.
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That said, there is much work yet to be done. At various points during the review we've

highlighted the limitations of current knowledge and the shortcomings of current

methodologies. Future work is needed to clarify the mechanisms underlying all of the

emotion regulation strategies discussed here as well as the roles the brain systems supporting

emotion regulation (Figure 2B) play in affective learning, affective decision making, and

affective expectancies. Essential will be progress made not just in refining our understanding

of the distinctions made here, but also addressing new questions about how emotion

regulation mechanisms operate. For example, while it is certainly important that regulation

strategies have immediate effects on emotional responses, it is also important that their

effects be long-lasting. Indeed, whether regulatory effects last is critical both in everyday

and clinical contexts where one could repeatedly reencounter an emotionally evocative

stimulus (e.g. the risk of running into a girlfriend who dumped you because you work for the

same company). To date, this issue has been addressed only twice – once in an fMRI

study169 reporting that the effects of reappraisal on diminishing amygdala responses may

endure for up to 40 minutes in healthy adults – but not those with major depression – and

once in an ERP study170 showing that the effects of reappraisal on arousal-related responses

endure for up to 30 minutes. Clearly, more work is needed here.

In so doing, it will be important for this work to increasingly make use of techniques other

than functional imaging (e.g. ERP170-178, TMS161, 179, and lesion methodologies180), as

well as to integrate insights gained from human studies with the large body of literature on

affective and regulatory phenomena in nonhuman primates and rodents39, 143, 145. Progress

on all of these fronts is absolutely critical if we are to develop a model of interactions

between control and affect systems that can make sense not just of emotion regulatory

phenomena, but of all the other types of phenomena that recruit these systems as well.

Another important direction for future research is the translation of basic research on

emotion regulation to understanding the full range of normal to abnormal differences in

emotional responding and regulatory ability. This is critical both for understanding the

mechanisms underlying this variability and for testing the boundaries of basic models of

emotion regulatory mechanisms.

One domain in which this will prove important is understanding how and why our emotional

lives evolve as we grow from childhood through adolescence into adulthood and old age. On

one hand, there is growing evidence that childhood and adolescence are critical times for the

development of the emotion regulatory abilities needed to adaptively regulate affective

impulses and the deleterious health behaviors (e.g. obesity, substance use) they can promote.

A small but growing number of studies have begun to address this issue by asking how the

neural mechanisms of reappraisal and emotional reactivity develop from adolescence into

young adulthood. Some early results suggest that reappraisal ability increases linearly with

age whereas emotional reactivity remains relatively constant181, 182 (but see183). On the

other hand, while physical health and cognitive abilities tend to decline with age184-186,

older adults report more emotional stability and a greater ratio of positive to negative

experiences in their daily life, with the extent of positive emotion predicting

longevity187, 188189. While many have hypothesized that this, "rosy glow," of old age is due

in part to more effective emotion regulation, to date there is little evidence directly testing
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this idea188, 190, 191. One conundrum to resolve here will be the apparent dependence of

emotion regulation on the same kinds of prefrontal control systems that decline with age.

This raises the question of how regulatory abilities improve as the underlying neural

machinery declines192, 193. Early results suggest that it may depend on the strategies older

adults deploy, with spared or greater regulatory ability shown for strategies and tactics that

fit with long-term goals and have become habitual9, 97, 191, 194-197.

A second important goal for translational research will be to understand how potential

dysfunction in the mechanisms of emotion generation and regulation may underlie various

forms of psychiatric and substance use disorders (for a more in depth discussion, please see

Denny, Silvers & Ochsner, 2009). This translational direction is being pursued in studies of

reappraisal across various disorders, ranging from depression117, 169, 199 to borderline

personality disorder84, 88, 200, social anxiety disorder201, 202, phobia203, posttraumatic stress

disorder84, 86, cocaine users204 and smokers119. These studies can be useful in two ways.

First they may show disorder-specific patterns of altered function in control and affect

systems. For example, current data suggests depressed individuals may show impaired

recruitment of vlPFC during reappraisal117, suggestive of an impairment of top-down

control, whereas borderline individuals may show heightened amygdala responses coupled

with diminished cingulate responses, suggestive of a failure to monitor paradoxical increases

in affective responding when attempting to decrease emotion200. Second, imaging methods

for studying emotion regulation may be used before and after treatment regimes as

predictors of and markers of improvement. While such studies are only beginning to emerge,

they hold great promise for understanding why some individuals improve, and whether

different treatments (e.g. drug vs. cognitive behavioral therapy) have different mechanisms

of action.

In the long run, the hope is that integrating basic and translational perspectives will help

specify which individuals are at greatest risk for maladaptive health behaviors and emotional

outcomes, at what ages this risk is greatest, and which regulatory mechanisms could be

targeted in future interventions during particular points in the life course. While realization

of this dream is still a long ways away, current research provides a strong foundation for

getting there.
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Figure 1.
A multi-level approach to building model of emotion regulation. A. In cognitive, affective

and social neuroscience research we seek to describe phenomena in terms of relationships

between three levels of analysis: experience and behavior, psychological processes and

neural systems. The bidirectional arrows between levels indicate that the relationships

among them are bidirectional. B. Through measurement and/or experimental manipulation,

neuroimaging research on emotion regulation can observe phenomena at the behavioral level

and the neural level and use these observations to infer the nature of the intervening

cognitive and/or affective processes. The direction of the arrows from the behavioral and

neural levels towards the process level indicates the direction of causal inference (i.e. we

can't observe the operation of these processes directly, but infer their operation based on

behavioral and neural observations).
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Figure 2.
A model of the cognitive control of emotion (MCCE). A. Diagram of the processing steps

involved in generating an emotion and the ways in which cognitive control processes (blue

box) might be used to regulate them. As described in the text, the effects of different

emotion regulation strategies (the red arrows descending from the cognitive control

processes box) can be understood in terms of the stages of of the emotion generation

sequence that they impact. The pink box seen at the appraisal stage is meant to indicate that

neural systems involved in generating emotion support this process. B. Neural systems

involve in using cognitive strategies, such as reappraisal, to regulate emotion (left, blue

boxes),systems involved in generating those responses (left, pink boxes), and systems with

an undefined or intermediary role in reappraisal (left, yellow boxes).
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Figure 3.
Plots of activation foci from the 43 studies of reappraisal described in the text and Table. A.
Plots of foci as a function of the goals to descrease or increase emotion. B. Plots of foci as a

function of the specific reappraisal tactics used – either reinterpeting the meaning of events

depicted in stimuli or actively changing one’s psychological distance from them. C. Plots of

foci as a function of the valence of the stimuli eliciting the emotions that participants

attempted to regulate. Blue boxes illustrate regions that are purported to support reappraisal

(increase>look and decrease>look contrasts). Pink boxes illustrate regions that are purported

to be modulated by reappraisal (look>decrease and increase>look contrasts; for clarity only

foci falling within the boundaries of the amygdala and striatum are shown).
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Figure 4.
Two kind of mediation pathways involved in reappraisal. A. and B. show pathways

identified in two studies of the down regulation of negative emotion whereby dorsomedial or

ventrolateral prefrontal regions diminish amygdala responses via their impact on

ventromedial prefrontal cortex. These studies did not report weights for the mediation paths

between regions or test for full vs. partial mediation. C. and D. show pathways identified in

two studies of the down regulation of negative or positive emotion whereby ventrolateral or

dorsolateral prefrontal regions diminish self-reports of negative affect or craving via their

impact on the amygdala or ventral striatum, respectively. Path weights in the mediation

model are shown. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001.
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Table

Studies are ordered first by year and second by alphabetical order. Only studies that reported contrasts (i.e.,

not only functional connectivity or correlational analyses) for psychologically healthy individuals are included

here. If a study included a patient sample but still reported results for its healthy adult controls separately, it

was included. Column labels: Study=study listed in references; For Participants, HYA= healthy young adult

participants typically 18-30 yrs old, HOA=healthy older adults participants typically aged 60 years or older;

HC=healthy adult control participants matched to patients; For Design, Goal=Goal pursued by participants to

increase or decrease emotional responses, Valence=Positive or negatively valenced emotional stimuli,

Tactic=Type of reappraisal used - distancing or reinterpreting, Stim Type=stimulus type, Timing of reapp

cue=timing of instruction cue to reappraise relative to onset of stimulus, where early is just prior to simulus

onset and late is a few seconds after stimulus onset; Amygdala?=whether modulation of amygdala was

reported.

Design

Study Participants Goal Valence Tactic Stimulus Type Timing of reapp cue Amygdala?

Beauregard et al., 2001205 HYA Dec Pos Dist Videos Early* No

Domes et al., 201082 HYA Both Neg Both Photos Late Yes

Eippert et al., 200785 HYA Both Neg Both Photos Late Yes

Erk et al., 2010a169 HC Dec Neg Dist Photos Early Yes

Goldin et al., 200867 HYA Dec Neg Reint Videos Early Yes

Harenski et al., 2006206 HYA Dec Neg Both Photos Early Yes

Hayes et al., 2010140 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Late Yes

Herwig et al., 2007207 HYA Dec Both Reint Anticipate
Photos

Early Yes

Hollmann et al., 2011208 HYA Dec Pos (food) Reint Photos Early No

Ichikawa et al., 201183 HYA Both Neg
(errors)

Reint Task Errors Early* No

Kanske et al., 2010128 HYA Dec Both Both Photos Late Yes

Kim et al., 200796 HYA Dec Both Reint Photos Early Inc pos only

Kober et al., 2010119 HYA
smokers &

non-smokers

Dec Pos (food/
cigs)

Reint Photos Early Yes

Koenigsburg et al., 2010200 HYA Dec Neg Dist Photos Early Yes

Krendl et al., 2011209 HYA Dec Neg Unclear Photos Early Yes

Kross et al., 2009113 HYA Dec Neg Reint Memories Late No

Lang et al., 201184 HC Both Neg Dist Scripts Early Inc only

Levesque et al., 2003210 HYA Dec Neg Dist Videos Early* No

Mak et al., 2009211 HYA Dec Both Unclear Photos Early* No

McRae et al., 2008212 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Early Yes

McRae et al., 201062 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Early Yes

McRae et al., 2012181 Healthy aged
10-22

Dec Neg Reint Photos Early No

McRae et al., 201215 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos of faces Early Yes

Modinos et al., 2010213 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Late Yes
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Design

Study Participants Goal Valence Tactic Stimulus Type Timing of reapp cue Amygdala?

New et al., 200986 HC Both Neg Reint Photos Late Yes

Ochsner et al., 200243 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Late Yes

Ochsner et al., 200477 HYA Both Neg Both Photos Early Yes

Ochnser et al., 200916 HYA Inc Neg Both Photos Early Yes

Ohira et al., 2006116 HYA Dec Both Unclear Photos Early* Yes

Opitz et al., 201197 HYA & HOA Both Neg Reint Photos Late No

Phan et al., 2005115 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Early* Yes

Pitskel et al., 201187 Healthy aged
7-17

Both Neg Reint Photos Early Yes

Schardt et al., in press214 HYA Dec Neg Dist Photos Early Yes

Schulze et al., 201088 HC Both Neg Both Photos Late No

Staudinger et al., 2009215 HYA Dec Pos Dist Reward Early* No

Staudinger et al., 2011216 HYA Dec Pos Dist Anticipate
reward

Early* No

Urry et al., 200695 HOA Both Neg Reint Photos Late Inc only

Urry et al., 2009217 HOA Both Neg Reint Photos Late Yes

van Reekum et al., 200789 HOA Both Neg Reint Photos Late Dec only

Vrticka et al., 2011218 HYA Dec Both Reint Photos Early* Yes

Wager et al., 2008118 HYA Dec Neg Reint Photos Early Yes

Walter et al., 2009219 HYA Dec Neg Dist Photos Early Yes

Winecoff et al., 2010196 HYA & HOA Dec Both Dist Photos Late Yes

Notes: All studies used event-related designs (different types of trials are presented in a randomized fashion so as to estimate responses on a trial-
by-trial basis) except the nine studies designated by * in the ‘Timing of reapp cue’ column, which indicates that they used a block design (trials are
‘blocked’ by type, such that many of one type appear consecutively). Also, for the stimulus type column, photo stimuli were drawn from the

international affective picture system112 unless otherwise specified.

Abbreviations: Goal: Dec=Decrease, Inc=Increase, Both=Both increase and decrease conditions were used; Valence: Neg=Negative, Pos=Positive,
Both=Both positive and negative stimuli were used; Strategy: Both: Both distancing and reinterpreting were used (this only applies to Ochsner,
2004) or participants were given choice of distancing or reappraising; Dist=Become more or less psychologically distant; Reint=Cognitively
reinterpret; Unclear=Unclear as to what tactic was instructed.
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